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Lisa Holt is an award-winning interior designer and YouTube personality who has worked in interior design
and interior architecture for over 30 years. She has made her mark in various industries, including luxury
residential, commercial, and hospitality.

Today, Lisa shares her expert design knowledge with millions of design enthusiasts across dozens of
platforms. With her rapidly growing Youtube channel, Lisa successfully guides her audiences in interior
design, home and business remodeling, interior decorating, lifestyle, and more. Lisa's goal is to provide her
design community with a practical education, so they are inspired, empowered, and confident in their
designs and lives. 

Lisa has been featured in various publications and has received numerous awards for her design expertise,
knowledge, and ability to educate her viewers effectively. Her vivacious personality captivates viewers and
creates meaningful connections across the globe.

LISA HOLT
AWARD-WINNING INTERIOR DESIGNER

& YOUTUBE INFLUENCER

28.5K
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
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DEMOGRAPHICS
85.6% WOMEN

25-34 26.4%
35-44 25%

45-54 19.3%
55-64 15.9%

40.7K
INSTAGRAM REACH



In 2021, Lisa and her team revolutionized the interior
design world with their unique creation - the dezignclub. It
quickly became the go-to destination for those wanting to
make well-informed decisions about decorating their
homes or businesses, becoming, in no time at all, the
biggest online platform of its kind. With an aim to
empower members on how best they can approach
interior design, it has become a haven for aspiring
creatives everywhere looking to level up their designs and
lives.

The combination of Lisa's powerful social media influence,
niche dominance, and growing membership community
creates an online "world" that gives her fans personalized
support, unique design resources, in-depth education,
advice, specialized and curated shopping, style guides, 
 coaching, and more. 

In tandem with the globally popular dezignclub, she also
developed the massively successful “InnerCircle Program,”
the world’s first interior design coaching program,
empowering thousands of participants to develop their
dream homes and spaces through the program.   

1 . 5 K  D E Z I G N C L U B
M E M B E R S
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Why? Her meteoric success on YouTube and her mastery of social media have created an online
powerhouse that promises to take your brand, blog, or channel to thrilling new heights. She's the
undisputed authority in design and lifestyle - let her show you how far it can go!

With an incredible background and a wealth of knowledge in interior design, architecture, and lifestyle
that spans over three decades, she is the go-to expert for anyone who wants to inject new life into their
living spaces. Her insight provides valuable inspiration when it comes to creating your own unique style!

Lisa's vibrant YouTube channel and loyal following of enthusiastic supporters create an engaging
environment focused around interior design, home improvement, and an overall lifestyle. This is the ideal
platform for any brand eager to reach a welcoming audience with their message!

Lisa has established a supportive and diverse network of design-lovers, both experienced professionals
to absolute novices. Through her platform, she offers unprecedented access for all involved - from
exclusive content to personalized support. No matter who you are or your background in design, Lisa
makes sure everyone is included in the success story!

Partner with Lisa and watch your brand soar to new heights! Her cutting-edge expertise and positive
reputation set her apart as the perfect collaborator to bring transformative ideas, inspiring innovation,
and exciting energy into everything you do.

YOU WANT TO COLLABORATE
WITH LISA HOLT



YOUTUBE
345,000 SUBSCRIBERS
25 MILLION VIEWS

B  SOCIALBLADE
RATING

PARTNERSHIPS/COLLABS

Lilli Tile: Video Sponsorship
Home Depot: Video Sponsorship 
Neat Method: Collab Video
Yardzen: Collab Video
The Paint Guys: Collab Video
Mark Tobin Kitchen Design: Collab Video
Interiors By Cary Vogel: Collab Video

RATE CARD INFO

SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES:

IG: @LISAHOLTDESIGN
YT: LISA HOLT DESIGN
FB: @LISAHOLT

YouTube; Mention/Product Placement $6k To $10k 
Product Mention Only In Video $2.5k To $4k

PRESS & RECOGNITION

Press Features
Lisa Holt Takes On Magnetic Paint, Goth Living
Rooms, And Minimalist Kitchens
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https://www.lisaholt.com/press
https://www.houstonpublicmedia.org/articles/shows/town-square/2021/10/22/411599/lisa-holt-takes-on-magnetic-paint-goth-living-rooms-and-minimalist-kitchens/

